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contrary to the opinion of behavioral economics humans do make decisions that they believe to be in their best interests in
my view the correct definition of a rational decision, freedom and the law lf ed online library of liberty - introduction i t
seems to be the destiny of individual freedom at the present time to be defended mainly by economists rather than by
lawyers or political scientists as far as lawyers are concerned perhaps the reason is that they are in some way forced to
speak on the basis of their professional knowledge and therefore in terms of contemporary systems of law, book review
red plenty slate star codex - i i decided to read red plenty because my biggest gripe after reading singer s book on marx
was that marx refused to plan how communism would actually work instead preferring to leave the entire matter for the
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communism would actually work, human knowledge foundations and limits - fideisms judaism is the semitic monotheistic
fideist religion based on the old testament s 1000 600 bce rules for the worship of yahweh by his chosen people the children
of abraham s son isaac c1800 bce zoroastrianism is the persian monotheistic fideist religion founded by zarathustra c628
c551 bce and which teaches that good must be chosen over evil in order to achieve salvation, cosatu 10th national
congress political report - political report to the tenth cosatu national congress theme consolidating working class power in
defense of decent work and for socialism table of contents, orion magazine dark ecology - take the only tree that s left
stuff it up the hole in your culture leonard cohen retreat to the desert and fight d h lawrence, global kleptocracy global
elite ruling elite global - global kleptocracy self serving leaders throughout the world increasingly assume power with the
goal of becoming rich at the expense of the majority of their population and of the commonweal, origins articles which
explain how and why the - chapter four martin bormann and nazi gold extracted from marilyn hitler and me the memoirs of
milton shulman andre deutsch 1998 isbn 0 233 99408 4 back to bilderberg org history page or index intro go here for
complete chapter download as a 60 pp word document for printing sharing am instructed to find martin bormann or go to the
palladium 40 years on creighton s mysterious, what is debt an interview with economic anthropologist - david graeber
currently holds the position of reader in social anthropology at goldsmiths university london prior to this he was an associate
professor of anthropology at yale university he is the author of debt the first 5 000 years which is available from amazon
interview conducted by philip pilkington a journalist and writer based in dublin ireland, colonialism western european
expansion since 1763 - colonialism western european expansion since 1763 the global expansion of western europe
between the 1760s and the 1870s differed in several important ways from the expansionism and colonialism of previous
centuries along with the rise of the industrial revolution which economic historians generally trace to the 1760s and the
continuing spread of industrialization in the empire building
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